segregation research. Unlike most of the existing measures of segregation indices, the lacunarity-based measure is capable of capturing the scale-dependent patterns of spatial structure and thus may shed light on the segregation patterns at different scales. Our understanding of the scale-dependent processes of segregation may greatly facilitate the development of desegregation policies targeted for specific spatial scales, such as urban residential mortgage lending, school redistricting, and environmental equity analysis.
This paper proceeds as follows. Existing measures of segregation are reviewed in the following section, then the concepts of lacunarity and its calculation using GIS are introduced, after which simulation results and their comparisons with existing measures are presented. The last section contains some concluding remarks and discussions on future research.
Existing measures of segregation
Generally speaking, residential segregation is defined as the degree to which two or more social groups of different race, class, gender, or age live separately from one another in different parts of an urban area. A variety of different measures of segregation have been developed, most of which can be grouped into essentially two major categories: structural measures (nonspatial), and spatial measures that incorporate geometric and topological information. Although a variety of structural measures have been proposed to measure the different dimensions of segregation (Farley, 1984; Jakubs, 1979; Kestenbaum, 1980; Lieberson, 1981; Sakoda, 1981; White, 1989; Winship, 1977; , all of these measures are based upon variations of the concept of dissimilarity, D, which essentially assumes the following form:
where b i and w i are the black and white populations in areal unit i ; and B and W are the total black and white populations in the whole area, respectively. Although dissimilarity indices may be satisfactory structural measures of segregation when the issues of interest are aspatial, they are inconsistent with territorial patterns of segregation. Various spatial indices explicitly incorporating spatial geometry and topology have been developed (Jakubs, 1981; Morgan, 1982; Morrill, 1991; Wong, 1993) . One of the widely acclaimed spatial measures is the boundary-modified conceptualization of the dissimilarity index proposed by Morrill (1991) :
where c ij is the value of the cell in row i and column j of the connectivity matrix, and z i and z j are the proportion of black in adjacent cells. D adj captures the spatial dimension of segregation by considering the spatial adjacency of the areal units, but the connectivity matrix is a crude measure of spatial relationships. Inspired by Morrill's (1991) work, Wong (1993) modified D using a weight matrix w:
where d ij is the length of the common boundary of areal units i and j.
Instead of a simplistic binary (0 and 1) conceptualization of adjacency, D w improves D adj by considering the length of the common boundary between areal units i and j. In addition to the length of the common boundary, however, the shape or the compactness of the adjacent areal units also influences the amount of interaction. The perimeter-to-area ratio for an areal unit is often used as a simple shape index to measure the compactness or shape complexity (Pounds, 1963) . The cumulative shape index can also reflect the number and size of like areal units when the shapes of individual units and the overall amount of like units are similar. A more compact shape (low perimeterto-area ratio) represents a less-common boundary per unit area or per person. An even more sophisticated spatial measure of segregation, D s , was proposed by Wong (1993) and incorporates a shape factor in the segregation measurement:
where P i and A i are the perimeter and area of unit i, respectively, and MAX(PaA ) is the maximum perimeter-to-area ratio or the minimum compactness of an areal unit found in the study area. By setting MAX(PaA ) to that for a unit square (4), the simplest or standard shape in raster representation, Wong (1993) defined a more generalized D s : Wong (1993) tested the utility of different dissimilarity indices by using six hypothetical segregation patterns (L1^L6 in figure 1 , see over). His simulation results revealed that D s H is a superior measure of spatial segregation to D, D adj , and D w . The decreasing level of segregation from L1 to L2 and L3, for example, is correctly represented by D s H but not by the other indices. Other segregation measures based upon entropy (Massey and Denton, 1988) , spatial autocorrelation (Sui, 1998) , interaction (Morgan, 1983a; 1983b) , and relocation (Waldorf, 1993) have also been tested by researchers, and yet most of them have not been as widely or commonly used as the dissimilarity indices.
Before the advent of GIS, segregation studies were dominated by structural measures because of the availability of data and ease of implementation. The enormous complexities of handling spatial information made most, if not all, spatial indices practically impossible to implement manually in such studies. GIS has greatly facilitated the segregation studies because both the geometric and the topological information required for most spatial segregation measures are encoded in the spatial data structure. However, all these measures are based upon vector data structures, therefore the effect of the so-called MAUP always lingers in segregation studies. So far, none of the existing measures captures the effects of scale effectively and explicitly. We believe that a rasterbased lacunarity index can serve as a multiscale segregation measure to tackle better the issue of MAUP in segregation studies. By understanding how segregation patterns change across geographical scales, we can develop better policies to address issues of segregation at the appropriate scales.
Lacunarity: a multiscale measure for spatial heterogeneity Lacunarity is a scale-dependent measure of spatial heterogeneity, or texture of a landscape (Plotnick et al, 1993) . It measures the deviation of a geometric structure from translational invariance, or the`gappiness' of a geometric structure (Gefen et al, 1983) . A highly uneven distribution of a mapped attribute over a geographic area, for example, would have substantially variable local statistics among locations within the area and a gappy appearance on its map. Methods for calculating lacunarity were first developed in general terms by Mandelbrot (1983) Figure 1 . Results of dissimilarity-based segregation indices for eight hypothetical configurations. L1^L6 were from Wong (1993) , and L7 and L8 were developed for this study. The proportion of black in each pattern as a whole was 25% for L1^L3, 9% for L4^L6, 17% for L7, and 19% for L8. Lin and Yang, 1986) . A conceptually straightforward and computationally simplè gliding box' algorithm (Allain and Cloitre, 1991; Plotnick et al, 1993) was used in our calculation. This algorithm exhaustively samples a landscape to quantify contagion and self-similarity over the user-defined range of scales; here contagion refers to the degree to which a mapped attribute is clustered or clumped (O'Neill et al, 1988) , and self-similarity refers to a fractal structure that repeats itself at a range of scales (Mandelbrot, 1983) . The gliding box of a given size (r, the side length of a square box) is first placed at one corner of a landscape, for example, a binary raster map with 1's and 0's. Then the`box mass', S, the number of occupied pixels (1's), is determined. The box is systematically moved through the landscape one pixel (cell) at a time and the box mass is determined for each of these overlapping boxes. For a given box size r, the probability distribution of box mass S, given by Q(S, r), is:
where n(S, r) is the number of boxes of size r with mass S, and N(r) is the total number of boxes of size r. The first and second moments of this distribution, E(S ) and E(S 2 ), are:
Lacunarity for box size r, L(r), is defined as:
Since:
lacunarity can be calculated as one plus the ratio of the variance and the mean square of the box mass:
where E(S ) is the mean and var(S ) is the variance of the number of occupied pixels per box. The lacunarity curve, a plot of lacunarity against (varying) box size, can be used to quantify the spatial heterogeneity of a landscape at different scales and the domains of the scale of spatial variation. Analysis using lacunarity curves enables one to conduct parsimonious analyses of the overall pattern of a landscape covered by the attribute of interest, such as the degree of contagion, the presence of self-similarity, the extent of randomness, the existence of functional hierarchy, and scale-dependent heterogeneity, etc (Plotnick et al, 1996) . Unlike most other landscape metrics (Gustafson, 1998; Haines-Young and Chopping, 1996) , the results of lacunarity are not sensitive to map boundaries but are sensitive to scale. Lacunarity can also be used to analyze either binary or continuous data by using the same procedure. In addition to two-dimensional data, it also handles one-dimensional and three-dimensional data quite effectively (Plotnick et al, 1993; 1996) . Lacunarity analysis has been used in several ecological and remote sensing studies and landscape use to quantify spatial heterogeneity and domains of the spatial scale of landscapes (Henebry and Kux, 1995; McIntyre and Wiens, 2000; With and King, 1999; Wu et al, 2000) .
Since lacunarity measures the spatial heterogeneity or degree of contagion, a higher value of lacunarity indicates a more heterogeneous landscape with the landscape element of interest being more clustered. In the context of segregation, when lacunarity is calculated for the relative proportion of a race in a cell (z i ), the higher the lacunarity (spatial heterogeneity), the more spatially clustered the race, and the more segregated the race tends to be from other races in the study area. The spatial pattern of L1 in figure 1, for example, has the highest spatial heterogeneity and represents the maximum segregation for that study area with 25% black in the overall population (assuming uniform distribution of the population density). The lower the lacunarity, the less clustered spatially the race is and the less segregated it is from other races. Complete desegregation would require the proportion of a race in any location in the study area to be equal to the overall proportion of the race for the study area, and such a homogeneous distribution would result in the lowest lacunarity value [L(r) 1] across scales. Lacunarity analysis will signify how the segregation pattern changes with scale. The different shapes of lacunarity curves may indicate domains of scale and hierarchical structure of the segregation in a study area.
The gliding box algorithm for calculating lacunarity is easy to implement and not computationally intensive. Lacunarity can be calculated by using a generic GIS software package such as`ArcView'. A methodological flow chart to calculate lacunarity using the ArcView Spatial Analyst and the gliding box algorithm is provided in figure 2. For small study areas, calculation of lacunarity can also be implemented in a spreadsheet program such as Excel. Unlike most other spatial segregation measures, our ArcView-based method can be operationalized by anyone who is familiar with ArcView Spatial Analyst; no additional programming is necessary.
Data preparation
(1) Prepare the grid theme of interest (GRID), either a binary grid theme with values 1 (race A) or 0 (race B); or a variable grid theme of the percentage of population that is race A (or B).
(2) Create an area of interest grid theme (AOI): use`Analysis'`Map Calculator ...' and the request:
[GRID]/ [GRID] . Convert the resulting theme to a new grid theme AOI: select the resulting theme and choose`Theme'`Convert to Grid ...').
Calculate box mass mean and standard deviation for multiple box sizes (3) Resample GRID with a 2 Â 2 moving window (gliding box): chose`Analysis' and`Map Calculator ...'; and use the request [GRID] .FocalStats(#GRID STATYPE SUM,NbrHood.Makerectangle(2,2,false),true) (4) Calculate the mean and standard deviation (sd) of box mass for the resulting theme (eg,`Map Calculation 1'): select theme AOI; choose`Analysis'`Summarize Zones ...'; select the theme to be summarized (Map Calculation 1); and record the mean and sd for that box size. Calculate lacunarity and generate lacunarity curve (6) Calculate lacunarity and generate lacunarity curve in a spreadsheet program (eg, Excel): export or copy the mean and sd for each box size to an Excel file; calculate the lacunarity value for each box size, lacunarity 1 sd 2 /mean 2 ; and generate the lacunarity curve, a ln(lacunarity) to ln(box size) plot. Lacunarity-based segregation measure: simulation results In order to facilitate the comparison with the results of Wong (1993) , we calculated the lacunarity for the same six hypothetical patterns that Wong used in his simulation (L1^L6), plus two additional nonbinary patterns (L7 and L8). The results of lacunarity for these hypothetical patterns can serve as templates for us to interpret complex real-world segregation patterns. Given the small spatial extent of the patterns, each pattern was represented by using 100 Â 100 grids and the value of a grid cell was 1 (100% black), 0 (0% black), or 0.5 (50% black and 50% white). Lacunarity was calculated by using gliding boxes of seven different sizes (r 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 , 32, and 64) to generate a lacunarity curve for each pattern. In the remainder of this section, we will use z i to denote the proportion of black in cell i, and use Z B to denote the proportion of black in the pattern as a whole.
The results are shown in figure 3(a) . Lacunarity of box size 1 [L(1), the y-intercept of a lacunarity curve] is determined by the density of the pattern, the proportion of the grid cells occupied by black (Z B ), and has the value of 1aZ B . In other words, patterns with a low proportion of black will have higher lacunarity values, at least at small scales, than patterns with a high proportion of black. This is why patterns L1^L3 with the same proportion of black cells (25%) have the same L(1), whereas patterns L4^L6 with a lower proportion of black cells (9%) have the same as each other, but higher than that for L1^L3. L(1). Although with the same proportion of black cells, L1, L2, and L3 have increasingly diffused spatial distribution of black, which desegregates by increasing the interaction between black and white. Lacunarity curves for L1, L2, and L3 precisely reflected the order of deferent degree of segregation. Lacunarity values for L1 are consistently higher than those for L2, which are in turn higher than those for L3, across scales.
As lacunarity is scale dependent, so are measurements of segregation. By using L3 as an example, it can be seen that lacunarity for L3 is as high as those for L1 and L2 at r 1, but decreases quickly with increasing scale of measurement. For r 1, the box mass will be either 1 or 0 and their variance is high relative to the mean. For r 2, the box mass has five possible values; many boxes have 0 or 4, but some have 1, 2, or 3 which reduces the variance relative to the mean. The box mass variance continues to decrease relative to the mean with increasing scale (box size, r) and leads to decreases in lacunarity. The variance approaches zero and lacunarity approaches 1 when r approaches 20, which indicates the domain of scale of the segregation pattern. Sampling at a scale greater than the domain of scale ($ 20) would miss the finer-scale segregated pattern and lead to a conclusion of no segregation in L3. Lacunarity curves for different patterns enable comparisons of the degree of segregation among the patterns across spatial scales, or at any particular scales of interest, and the domains of scale for the pattern of segregation. Compared with L3, L2 has higher spatial heterogeneity and a larger domain of scale ($ 50), whereas L1 has the highest spatial heterogeneity and the largest domain of scale (464) among the three patterns.
Greater spatial heterogeneity, as measured by lacunarity, implies greater range of gap sizes (Plotnick et al, 1993) . The larger the gaps (contiguous white only areas in the binary patterns), the less are the interactions between the two racial groups, and hence the greater the degree of segregation. The magnitude and scaling of spatial heterogeneity may indicate underlying social processes or patterns of physical infrastructure that generate and maintain the segregation and, therefore, facilitate the identification and assessment of scale-dependent functional relationships between spatial patterns and social processes. Improved understanding of the spatial pattern through lacunarity analysis can have important practical applications as well, such as helping to improve desegregation policies and program designs. For example, the domain of scale for the segregation may help determine the efficient spatial structure of busing and schooling districting programs if they are required for an area.
The comparison of patterns L4 and L5 is interesting and shows the importance of different components of spatial structure. These two patterns have not only the same compositional structure but also the same shape of the aggregation of black cells. They differ, however, in the spatial arrangement of the aggregation, which leads to a considerably lower segregation (lower spatial heterogeneity with a smaller range of gap sizes) for L5 than for L4. L6 has the same density of black cells as L5 but a less compact spatial configuration, which has reduced the spatial heterogeneity at intermediate scales. It is also interesting to note that L5 and L6 have higher spatial heterogeneity at smaller scales but lower heterogeneity at larger scales than L1. This emphasizes the fact that not only the magnitude of differences in spatial heterogeneity or segregation between patterns but also the orders may change between scales of analysis. Segregation measurements and comparisons need to be scale-explicit and be evaluated at multiple scales, especially those specific scales proven indicative to specific aspects of the system by other mechanistic or empirical studies.
Lacunarity is not confined to binary configurations, but can also be used with continuous data (Plotnick et al, 1996) . To illustrate its utility, we performed a calculation for two hypothetical patterns that have cells with mixed populations (L7 and L8). The results show that the degree of spatial heterogeneity for L7 is between that of L1 and L4 [ figure 3(b) ]. In one aspect, this might seem counterintuitive since the existence of mixed areas indicates desegregation. However, considering the study area as a whole, the higher spatial heterogeneity in L7, which resulted from the increased range of`gap' size, may reduce the overall amount of interaction. The pattern of spatial interaction between two races has been considered diffusive; the probability of interaction between white in one location and black in another location decreases with increasing distance between the two cells (White, 1983) and with decreasing contrast of the compositions of the two cells (Morrill, 1991) . Compared with L1, whites in the left-hand and lower portion of the area in L7 are further away from upper-right area of high black concentration. In addition to the greater distance between high concentration black and white areas, the mixed area may serve as a behavioral buffer zone and reduce the interaction between black and white from the separated high concentration areas. Similarly, with some of the 100% black clusters changed to 50% clusters, L8 has a higher spatial heterogeneity than L3. Although the trends for change in lacunarity for these two cases are consistent with nonbinary data, the trend for changes in the dissimilarity measures including D s was not (figure 1).
Discussion Segregation ö multiscale and multidimensional
As suggested by Massey and Denton (1989) and Morrill (1991) , segregation is inherently multidimensional and we should routinely report multiple measures. We argue that segregation is also inherently multiscale, with patterns produced by multiple processes acting at different scales, and that spatially explicit and scale-dependent measurements such as lacunarity should be used, among other measurements, to represent this essential aspect of segregation.
Equally important, we believe that lacunarity can capture multiple dimensions of segregation and, therefore, serve as a parsimonious measure of segregation. Spatial heterogeneity, as measured by lacunarity, is a basic attribute of spatial pattern and is sensitive to changes in the five dimensions of segregation as identified by Massey and Denton (1988, see table 1) . Evenness directly relates to the spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of proportions of black. Evenness is maximised and segregation minimized when all cells have the same proportion of black for the city as a whole, z i Z B (Massey and Denton, 1989) ; in this case, the spatial heterogeneity is minimized Table 1 . Five dimensions of segregation [source: modified after Massey and Denton (1988) ].
Dimensions of segregation Definition

Unevenness
The differential distribution of two social groups among areal units in a city.
Exposure
The degree of potential contact, or the possibility of interaction, between minority and majority group members within geographic areas of a city.
Concentration
The relative amount of physical space occupied by a minority group in the urban environment.
Centralization
The degree to which a group is spatially located near the center of an urban area.
Clustering
The extent to which areal units inhabited by minority members adjoin one another, or cluster, in space.
with lacunarity equal to 1 at all scales. Spatial heterogeneity increases when evenness decreases. At minimum evenness, when all z i equal 1 or 0, there are still, however, different spatial heterogeneity and degrees of segregation (as is evident in the cases of L1^L6) owing to the different spatial configuration of black cells (Morrill, 1991; Wong, 1993) . Spatial heterogeneity, as measured by lacunarity, directly corresponds to the measure of exposure only when the patterns being compared have similar Z B . In cases with variable Z B , L(1) might be used to provide supplemental information for the comparison. The concentration measure is also directly related to spatial heterogeneity and has the same conditions for its maximum (z i 1 or 0) and minimum (z i Z B ) as evenness. Centralization depends not only on the spatial distribution of black but also on the politically defined area of the urban center. Given a Z B , a relatively high degree of spatial heterogeneity is a necessary condition for centralization. Clustering measures the proximity among contiguous areas or patches of black residence. Increased clustering means increased aggregation of black cells and increased range of nonblack gaps, which will result in higher lacunarity.
Data representation and boundary issue
Unlike most of the vector-based segregation measures reported in the literature, the lacunarity-based segregation measure we report in this paper is raster-based. One advantage of raster-based lacunarity analysis over vector-based metrics is that it has a more straightforward representation of spatial relationship (and at different scales) than vector approaches using distance, adjacency, and patch shape measures. It also alleviates the effects of the modifiable areal unit problem that influences the results of D (Wong, 1993) . There are two related, but distinct, aspects of the MAUP: variable results owing to alternative zoning at similar scales (same number of units) and those owing to aggregation into coarser scales (fewer and larger units) (Openshaw, 1984) . By using regular raster grid cells with a resolution (cell size) comparable to the original data, the zonal effects of MAUP can be minimized. The multiscale approach of lacunarity analysis by using gliding boxes (stepping by one original grid cell) of successively increasing size, directly addresses the effect of the scale (aggregation) problem of MAUP in assessing segregation.
Simulation modeling based on cellular-automata is an effective approach to understanding the mechanism of segregation and other social phenomena and processes . Compared with many vector-based metrics, the raster-based lacunarity measure is conceptually compatible and computationally straightforward to be incorporated into cellular-automata based simulation model environments (Batty and Xie, 1997; Fossett, 1998) . Incorporation of multiscale lacunarity analysis in cellularautomata based simulation studies can substantially facilitate the exploration of spatial pattern and social process relationships.
A consistent difficulty of spatial measures based on distance or adjacency is the treatment of the boundary of the study area. The conceptual constructions of most spatial measures intrinsically require information for adjacent areas outside the boundary of the study area. Different approaches have to fall back on either assuming and measuring areas outside of the boundary as mirror images of the areas inside (Getis and Franklin, 1987; Haase, 1995) or acquiring data for a zone outside the study area in order to obtain accurate measures for the boundary zone within the study area (McGarigal and Marks, 1995) . The assumption for the first approach is often questionable and the second approach is often too expensive or infeasible. Multiscaled lacunarity measurement is not affected by the typical boundary issues because its conceptual construction and calculation are independent of areas beyond the boundary of the study area (Plotnick et al, 1993) . The size and shape of the study area, however, could potentially limit the utilities of lacunarity analysis in certain cases. There is an upper limit, imposed by the size and shape of the study area, on the scale of pattern that can be measured by using lacunarity analysis. If the study area is small, or excessively irregular in shape, so that dimensions of many contiguous areas are small, relative to the scale of the segregation pattern, one would not be able to assess the spatial heterogeneity over a sufficient range of scales. With irregular boundary shapes, contributions of some of the cells near the boundary would be underrepresented at larger scales because the gliding boxes contain cells with missing values (outside of the boundary) cannot be used in calculating lacunarity. This limitation should pose few constraints in practical applications, because the sizes of most urban areas in segregation studies are sufficiently large and their shapes are not excessively irregular. Rotation of a study area and the use of nonsquare (such as hexagon) moving windows can alleviate the problem caused by irregularly shaped study areas as well.
Similar to other segregation measures, we have used the relative proportion of a group for lacunarity analysis. However, the spatial distribution of the absolute density of residents, which is likely to be heterogeneous in most urban areas as a result of zoning and geographic constraints, could have considerable influence on the patterns of segregation. Lacunarity analysis of the absolute density of residents can be used to quantify the spatial pattern of resident distribution and help to assess its influence on the segregation pattern of specific groups. It may be appropriate in many cases to conduct further lacunarity analyses for subsets of the study area, such as the residential areas or areas satisfying certain population density criterion, to examine patterns of segregation.
Comparison among races and different urban areas
Lacunarity curves directly measure the spatial heterogeneity or degree of spatial aggregation among blacks which reflect the segregation of black from white or from all other races in the area of interest. In areas with multiple races, lacunarity curves for each of the races and their combinations can be developed to compare the spatial heterogeneity and scaling of different races and their combinations. Even if a minority group occupies a very small proportion of the study area, its spatial pattern and scaling of segregation from other groups can be effectively analyzed by using lacunarity analysis because of the effectiveness of lacunarity measures in dealing with sparse maps (Plotnick et al, 1993) . These analyses can help explore the patterns of interactions among different racial groups and the factors contributing to these patterns. Spatial correlations between racial groups and between population and physical attributes can be used in conjunction with lacunarity analysis to improve the understanding of the pattern of interactions.
When lacunarity analysis is applied to continuous data, caution needs to be exercised in interpreting L(1), because it may no longer be associated with a unique Z B owing to the fact that var(CS )a\rm E 2 (CS ) var(S )aE 2 (S ), where C is a constant. This should not be a serious concern in most applications except in extreme cases; in other words, when the two patterns being compared have very different Z B 's and the z i in one pattern has a much narrower range than that in the other pattern. This concern can be alleviated by using normalized lacunarity curves to factor out the effect of cumulative density of z i (Plotnick et al, 1996) . A normalized lacunarity curve can be generated by rescaling the corresponding lacunarity curve, dividing through by the value for box size 1 {ln [L(1)]}, and it will start at 1 (at r 1) and eventually approach 0. A normalized lacunarity curve quantifies the pattern and scaling of spatial heterogeneity determined by spatial configuration regardless of the cumulative density of z i and can be used in conjunction with other measures, such as statistics of z i , to characterize segregation.
Lacunarity analysis can be used to study and compare spatial patterns of segregation of urban areas that are substantially different in size and racial structure. The differences in compositional racial structure (Z B and cumulative density of z i ) can be factored out, if needed, by using normalized lacunarity curves for characterizing the pattern, and then be explicitly accounted for using other metrics. The multiscale lacunarity analysis can facilitate scale-explicit comparison among urban areas of different spatial extents. Indeed, the comparison of lacunarity curves of urban areas of different sizes can help to explore the effects of urban area size on the spatial pattern of segregation, as well as possible scale-independent phenomena and mechanisms associated with segregation.
Concluding remarks and future research
In a similar spirit to borrowing landscape metaphors for urban studies (Wood et al, 1999) , we have tested the feasibility of lacunarity, a metric widely used in landscape ecology, in segregation studies. Our simulation results indicate that the lacunarity-based segregation measure has the potential to tackle the stubborn MAUP in segregation studies for two reasons. First, its calculation is raster-based, which conceptualizes urban space in grids, rather than the object-oriented points, lines, and polygons. Unlike predefined areal units such as census block groups and census tracts, grids give researchers greater flexibility for reaggregation. Second, it can indicate the change of segregation patterns across different scales. It is thus capable of revealing richer information than most of the existing single-scale measures. We understand that segregation in democratic societies is a very complicated process that involves social, economic, political, and cultural dimensions (Wilson, 1987; 1999) . To be able to quantify the spatial pattern of segregation at multiple scales is only one, but a necessary, step toward a better understanding of the processes leading to segregation. With the much anticipated release of the year 2000 Census data in the United States, we can expect a new round of urban segregation studies. Our lacunarity-based segregation measure can serve as an effective approach for segregation studies and should be tested by using the new Census data.
